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Patrol 990 is a fast patrol vessel for both inshore and offshore duties. The boat 
is equipped with a single Volvo Penta D6 – 330 hp engine, connected through a 
ZF gear to a Rolls-Royce FF310 water jet. Thanks to the propulsion, the boat can 
operate in very shallow areas. The boat is also equipped with a hydraulic bow 
thruster, which means that together with the waterjet, the boat can be maneu-
vered in any direction with ease.

The engine room is accessed through big deck hatches, now only making daily ac-
cess and inspections easy, but also providing superior space for system mainte-
nance or engine service. The aft deck is wide and flush, with a big opening to the 
aft platform where the electric anchor winch and life raft are located.

The wheelhouse is located midships, accessed through a sliding door on the 
starboard side. The wheelhouse is equipped with two suspension seats, a fixed 
sofa with internal storage, and a small pantry. The visibility is exceptional in all 
directions, there is even an openable ceiling hatch. As the wheelhouse is separat-
ed from the hull and mounted on soft rubber fixings, the noise level is extremely 
low.

The basic navigation package does include a multi-touch Chartplotter, radome 
radar, forward-looking sonar, and echo sounder. The boat is also equipped with 
AIS, A-class VHF radio as well as other safety equipment such as EPIRB and SART.

The Patrol 990 is a small, but a versatile tool, designed for the crew to enjoy their 
time at work – even though the sun is hiding and the sea is angry.

This boat is made with the following propulsions. However, each 
boat is customized according to customer requirements.

Application  Defence & Security, 
   Harbour & Terminal
Length  9,9 M
Beam   2,9 M
Displacement 4,5 T
Engine Range 300 - 550 HP
Fuel   550 L
Speed Range 25 - 40 KN
Draft   0,5 M
Crew   1
Passengers  5

Main Dimensions:

Patrol 990

Watch the video:
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General Arrangement:
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CONSTRUCTION
HULL & DECK  MARINE ALUMINIUM
SUPERSTRUCTURES  MARINE ALUMINIUM

ENGINE & PROPULSION
MAIN ENGINE   VOLVO PENTA D6-330
PROPULSION   KONGSBERG FF310 WATERJET
BOW THRUSTER   HYDRAULIC

NAV, COMM & EQUIPMENT
SIMRAD NAVIGATION
SAILOR COMMUNICATION
TWO SUSPENSION SEATS
SOFA WITH A STORAGE COMPARTMENT

Details:
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Oy Kewatec AluBoat Ab

Kokkola
Isokarintie 1

FI-67900 Kokkola

Porvoo
Tolkkisten satamatie 5

FI-06750 Porvoo

Bergen
Martec AS, Sjødalsvegen 20 

NO-5305 Florvåg

+358 (0) 207 780 660
sales@kewatec.fi

www.kewatec.fiBusiness ID:
FI19884459


